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Kondo hole behavior in Ce0.97 La0.03Pd3
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National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306

~Received 4 December 1995!

We present results for the resistivity, the magnetoresistance, and the specific heat of Ce0.97La0.03Pd3 and
CePd3. The impurity contributions to these measurements follow the predictions of the single-impurity Kondo
model for a Kondo temperatureTL'65 K, assuming that the impurity behaves as a crystal-field split~G7!
doublet. Assuming aJ5

5
2 impurity, the value ofTL needed to fit these experiments varies from 65 to 125 K.

The contribution to the susceptibility may be too small to be explained by the model. These results address
whether the nonmagnetic impurity behaves as a Kondo hole.@S0163-1829~96!08919-9#

When nonmagnetic impurities are placed in an otherwise
periodic heavy-fermion compound, the impurities can be-
have as though they are Kondo impurities. A classic
example1 is the alloy system Ce12xLaxPd3: for CePd3 the
resistivityr~T! falls to a small residual value as the tempera-
ture approachesT50; but for x50.03 the resistivity in-
creases with decreasing temperature forT,50 K and the
residual resistivity is large, of order 50mV cm/at. % La@Fig.
1~a!#. Subtracting the host resistivity to obtain the impurity
contribution yields a resistivity that is qualitatively similar to
that expected for a Kondo impurity@Fig. 1~b!#. This effect is
not very sensitive to which particular element is added, as
long as it resides on the Ce site,2 so that it is theabsenceof
the Ce atom that causes the effect, hence the terminology
Kondo hole.

The basic idea is that for systems where the heavy renor-
malized electrons carry the electric current in the ground
state, said electrons will be strongly scattered by impurities
on the Ce sublattice. That is, the nonmagnetic impurities
destroy ‘‘coherence.’’ At higher temperatures where the co-
herence is absent, and the unrenormalized conduction elec-
trons carry the current, the effect of the nonmagnetic impu-
rity will disappear.3 Hence the resistivity should vanish on
the same temperature scale as the coherence. This has also
been shown4 ~in the single-site approximation! to yield a
magnetoresistanceof the same form as for a Kondo impu-
rity. Since calculations3 show that the nonmagnetic dopant
induces a resonance in the pseudogap that has much the
same form as a Kondo resonance, the impurity also might be
expected to give rise to a Kondo-like contribution to the
specific heat and susceptibility. In this paper we present re-
sults for Ce12xLaxPd3 for the magnetic field dependence of
the transport, and for the specific heat and magnetization.
Our focus is to test the extent to which the results can be fit
to the predictions of the single-impurity Kondo model.

Samples of CePd3 and Ce0.97La0.03Pd3 were made by zone
refining arc-melted polycrystal rods. The susceptibilityx of
two representative samples, measured in a superconducting

quantum interference device magnetometer in fields of 0.1–
0.5 T, is shown in Fig. 2; the low-temperature magnetization
M of two other samples~measured for several values of
temperature using a vibrating sample magnetometer and an
18-T superconducting magnet at the National High Magnetic

FIG. 1. ~a! Resistivity vs temperature for Ce12xLaxPd3 for x50
and 0.03, forB50 ~solid lines! andB518 T ~dotted lines!. ~b! The
impurity contribution to the resistivity forB50 ~small squares!,
found by subtracting the data forx50 from that forx50.03. The
solid ~dotted! line is the prediction for aJ5

1
2 ~J5

5
2! Kondo impu-

rity with Kondo temperatureTL565 K. The inset compares the
impurity contribution ~heavy line! to the form r0~12AT2! ~thin
line! where the coefficientA has the value expected for either a
J5

1
2 or

5
2 Kondo impurity withTL565 K.
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Field Laboratory! is shown in Fig. 2~b!. It has been shown5,6

that the increase inx with decreasing temperature below 50
K is largely intrinsic; only the small additional increase be-
low 10 K is extrinsic. This extrinsic contribution can be fit
with a Curie law, and its~small! contribution to the magne-
tization can be saturated in small magnetic fields@Fig. 2~b!#.
The susceptibilities of four zone-refined samples all had ex-
trinsic Curie tails that were as small as those of the best
samples reported in the literature.5,6 The saturation magneti-
zation and Curie constants correspond~under the assumption
that they arise from an effective spin-1

2 impurity! to impurity
contents of a few tenths of a percent. The room-temperature
susceptibility for different samples at fixedx typically varied
by 63%; this reflects both field inhomogeneities, and uncer-
tainties in the background susceptibility for small samples.

The specific heatCp(T) ~Fig. 3!, measured using a ther-
mal relaxation technique, shows a small peak near 6.5 K.
Past studies7 suggest this arises from the presence of Ce2O3,
which orders antiferromagnetically at approximately this
temperature.8 The entropy under the peak measured for sev-
eral zone-refined samples showed that the amount of Ce in
the samples in this second phase is of order 0.1%. We found

that, in the range 10–15 K, the specific heat of different
samples disagreed by 2–3 %; the agreement was much better
near 20 K, and was excellent forT,4 K.

The temperature dependence of the resistivity forB518 T
@Fig. 1~a!# and the field dependence ofr at fixed tempera-
tures~Fig. 4! was measured using the same 18-T magnet as
for the magnetization. The rates for heating and cooling and
increasing and decreasing the magnetic field were kept suf-
ficiently low that no hysteresis was observed. We ran two
samples each forx50 and 0.03, establishing reproducibility
of the field dependence. The absolute values are uncertain by
roughly 15%, due to the uncertainty in determining the pre-
cise dimensions of the small~0.53133 mm! rods used for
the measurement.

We wish to test the extent to which all the data can be fit
within the framework of the Kondo impurity model. In the
Kondo limit ~nf→1! of the Anderson model the theoretical
predictions scale withTK , i.e., a single Kondo temperature
should scale the data for the different measurements. For
strong mixed valence~nf,0.85! two energy scales are re-
quired. Although CePd3 is actually a mixed valent compound
~nf;0.80–0.85! we will for simplicity compare to theory in
the Kondo limit. It is not obvious to us which value of the
impurity spin~J5 1

2 or
5
2! should be used in the comparison:

it depends on whether crystal fields affect the Kondo hole. If
so, the cubic environment might give rise to aG7 doublet
Kondo hole. We will compare to theory for both values ofJ.
In comparing to theory we use the Kondo temperatureTL
defined9 in relation to the linear coefficient of specific heatg
via TL[(2J/2J11)p2R/3g, whereR is the gas constant.
For this definition, in the Coqblin-Schrieffer~i.e., Kondo!
theory the low-temperature susceptibility has the value
x~0!5C/TL .

10 Here the Curie constant isC5NAJ(J
11)(gmB)

2/3kB ; for Ce, g is 6
7 for J5 5

2 and C50.807
emu K/mole, while for aJ5 1

2 G7 doublet, g5 10
7 and

C50.192 emu K/mole.
In Fig. 1~b! we plot the temperature dependence of the

impurity contribution to the resistivity, found by subtracting

FIG. 2. ~a! The susceptibility vs temperature for two represen-
tative samples of Ce12xLaxPd3, with x50 and 0.03, before~circles!
and after~lines! subtraction of a small Curie term. If the data for
x50.03 are scaled to be equal to those of CePd3 at high temperature
~see text!, the low-temperature intrinsic susceptibility forx50.03 is
then larger than that forx50 by an amount 0.0631023 emu/mole,
corresponding to the value expected for aJ5

1
2 Kondo impurity with

TL597 K. ~b! The magnetization vs magnetic field at 2.5 K for two
other samples withx50 and 0.03.

FIG. 3. The linear coefficientCp/T of specific heat of
Ce12xLaxPd3 for x50 and 0.03. The small peak near 6.5 K arises
from a small amount~0.1%! of Ce2O3 in the sample; the value of
Cp/T for T→0 has the same value, independent of the magnitude
of the Ce2O3 contribution. The nonmagnetic impurity induces a
positive contribution to the specific-heat coefficient, of magnitude 6
mJ/mole K2; this is the value expected for aJ5

1
2 Kondo impurity

with TL568 K ~or a J5
5
2 impurity with TL5114 K!.
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the resistivity of CePd3 from that of Ce0.97La0.03Pd3 ~square
symbols!. The solid and dotted lines are predictions for the
Kondo impurity model forJ5 1

2 ~Ref. 11! and 5
2 ~Ref. 12!,

respectively; for both cases a valueTL565 K is used in the
comparison to the data. In the inset, the data~thick curve! at
low temperature are shown to vary as the square of the tem-
perature: r~T!5r0~12AT2! with A51.4231023/K2 ~thin
curve!. When compared to the Fermi-liquid predictions
@A5p4/16T L

2 for J5 1
2 ~Ref. 11! and A'6.0/T L

2 for J5 5
2

~Ref. 12!# this value also implies the valueTL565 K for both
J5 1

2 and
5
2. Hence at the lowest temperatures the resistivity

behaves as an Anderson impurity, with Kondo temperature
65 K. ForT.20–30 K the data appear to fall off far more
rapidly than the predictions of the impurity model@Fig.
1~b!#; however, this may be an artifact arising from the
above-mentioned uncertainty in determination of the geo-
metric factors.

The magnetoresistivity of CePd3 is positive, varying
nearly quadratically in field@Fig. 4~a!#; this is ordinary mag-
netoresistance due to the creation of conduction-electron cy-
clotron orbits by the field. The magnetoresistance of
Ce0.97La0.03Pd3 is negative@Fig. 4~b!#, in striking qualitative
agreement with the Kondo model, for which the magnetic
field causes a decrease in the spin-flip scattering rate.9 To test
for quantitative agreement, the cyclotron-orbital contribution

must be separated out. Unfortunately, this is an extremely
difficult problem, depending in detail on band structure and
momentum dependence of the scattering. We attempt a
qualitative analysis only, of the same form as used13 in a
recent study of YbAgCu4, where we used a generalization of
Kohler’s rule to effect the separation. The result is shown as
the dashed curve in Fig. 4~b!. The solid line through the data
represents the quadratic field dependencer~B!5r0 ~12aB2!
with a51.731024. For S51

2, low-field expansion~Sec. 4.4
of Ref. 10! of the Bethe ansatz results gives
a5~1/16!~pgmB/kBTL!

2; for a G7 doublet withg51.43 the
experimental value ofa implies TL558 K. For the caseJ
5 5

2 the theoretical prediction isa5~175/216!~pgmB/
kBTL!

2 ; here a valueTL5125 K fits the data.
The use13 of Kohler’s ruleDr/r05b~B/r0!

1.8 to estimate
the orbital contribution to the magnetoresistance acknowl-
edges that, in the presence of the larger scattering rate and
residual resistivity that prevails forx50.03 the electrons
complete a much smaller fraction of a cyclotron orbit before
scattering, and hence the orbital contribution will be smaller
than for CePd3. To get a sense for the resulting uncertainty
in the value ofTL derived from the magnetoresistance mea-
surement we note that were we to ignore this and simply
subtract the magnetoresistance of CePd3 from that of
Ce0.97La0.03Pd3, the value ofTL needed to describe the data
would be smaller~44 K for J5 1

2 and 93 K forJ55
2!. Alter-

natively, if we assume no orbital contribution at all and di-
rectly fit the data forx50.03 without subtracting the data for
CePd3, we obtainTL573 K for J5 1

2 and 159 K forJ55
2.

We next consider the specific heat. The low-temperature
specific heat of antiferromagnets typically varies asCP;T3;
hence we assume that the Ce2O3 impurity phase will not
contribute toCp/T in the limit T→0. ~In confirmation of
this, we find that the value ofCp/T for T→0 reproduces
well for different samples and does not depend on the mag-
nitude of the small maximum.! The addition of 3% La to
CePd3 increases the linear coefficient by 6 mJ/mole K

2 ~Fig.
3!. Assuming this arises from a concentrationx50.03 of
Kondo impurities, the corresponding Kondo temperature~see
above! is TL568 K for J51

2 andTL5114 for J55
2.

In the Kondo theory, the susceptibility should be related
to the Kondo temperature byx~0!5xC/TL ;

10 for
x50.03, J5 5

2 andTL565 K the impurity contribution to
the susceptibility should be 0.431023 emu/mole, while for a
G7 doublet~J5 1

2! it should be 0.0931023 emu/mole. For the
samples shown in Fig. 2, theintrinsic susceptibility for both
CePd3 and Ce0.97La0.03Pd3 is identical. That is, after subtrac-
tion of the Curie tail, the resulting value for the low-field
susceptibilityx~0! is 1.8231023 emu/mole for both samples
@solid and dashed lines in Fig. 2~a!#. Furthermore the mag-
netization curves for two samples differ by a constant
amount forB.2 T, while the slopes are identical@Fig. 2~b!#;
this implies that the impurity phase saturation magnetization
is larger for the La-doped sample, but that the intrinsic sus-
ceptibilities are equal. Hence, the impurity does not appear to
give a simple Kondo hole contribution to the susceptibility.

As stated above, the measured absolute value of suscep-
tibility can be in error by a few percent. We now argue that
the high-temperature susceptibility forx50.03 should equal
that of CePd3: the 3% reduction in the susceptibility due to
the smaller number of Ce atoms in the alloy should be nearly

FIG. 4. ~a! The magnetoresistance of CePd3 at 4 K. The solid
line represents a fit to the formDr/r0}B

1.8. ~b! The magnetoresis-
tance of Ce0.97La0.03Pd3 at 4 K ~thick line!. The thick dashed line
represents an estimate of the effect of the reduction of the scattering
rate by the field on the resistance; the effect of the field on the
cyclotron orbits is estimated by applying a generalization of
Kohler’s rule~Ref. 13! and subtracted out. The thin line, represent-
ing the formr5r0~12aB2!, is the form expected for the low field
magnetoresistivity of aJ5

1
2 Kondo impurity forTL558 K ~or a J

5
5
2 impurity with TL5125 K!.
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compensated by the decrease in characteristic energy on al-
loying. @At high temperature we expectx5C/(T1u) with
u}Tmax; andTmax decreases from 120 K for CePd3 to 113 K
for x50.03.# Indeed, we found that the room-temperature
susceptibility of a polycrystalline sample forx50.03 equaled
that of CePd3. For the sample of Ce0.97La0.03Pd3 shown in
Fig. 2 the susceptibility at 350 K is lower than that of CePd3
by a factor 1.033; if the two should be equal, the intrinsic
susceptibility at low temperature should be increased by this
factor, to 1.8831023 emu/mole. This is consistent with a
Kondo hole contribution of 0.0631023 emu/mole, which is
the value expected for aG7 doublet withTL597 K, but is too
small for aJ5 5

2 Kondo hole.
To summarize, for Ce0.97La0.03Pd3 the low-temperature

impurity contribution to the temperature dependence of the
resistivity has the same form as a Kondo impurity with
Kondo temperatureTL565 K. ForT.50 K the contribution
appears to decrease with temperature more rapidly than the
theoretical prediction, but this may be a consequence of error
in the determination of the sample geometry. The magnetore-
sistance is negative, in important qualitative agreement with
the prediction of Kondo theory. The precise magnitude of the
effect depends in detail on the method used to separate out
the ordinary, positive orbital magnetoresistance; the result
can be fit by Kondo theory with a Kondo temperature 58 K
for J5 1

2 and 125 K forJ55
2. The linear coefficient of spe-

cific heat is larger than that of CePd3, by an amount 6
mJ/mole K2, which is consistent with an impurity Kondo
temperature 68 K forJ51

2 and 114 K forJ55
2. Hence, these

measurements support the concept of a Kondo hole, in the
simple sense that the impurity contributions tor~T!, r~H),
andg5Cp/T behave similarly to those expected for a Kondo

impurity. For J55
2 the Kondo temperatures 65–125 K de-

rived from the different measurements agree to within a fac-
tor of 2; for the J5 1

2 ~G7 doublet! case, the agreement
~58–68 K! is better. Finally, the susceptibility does not ap-
pear to have the extra contribution expected for a Kondo
hole; however, this may be a consequence of error~;3%! in
the determination of the magnetic field, or of the low-
temperature Curie tail, and if so the contribution is of same
order of magnitude as that expected for aG7 doublet Kondo
hole.

The single-ion Kondo temperatureTK of CePd3 is greater
than 500 K. In the single-site approximation,4 the scale for
the Kondo hole should be the same asTK . The fact that the
Kondo hole scaleTL is an order of magnitude smaller than
TK is a key part of the argument1,2 that the full ground-state
coherence sets in on a much smaller temperature scale than
TK in CePd3. The fact thatTL!TK also allows the negative
temperature coefficient ofr~T! to be observable. We know
of no other heavy-fermion systems for which such a small
concentration of impurities induces a negativedr/dT at low
temperature. As discussed in earlier work,1,2 it is possible
that the large magnitude of the effect reflects the low carrier
density in CePd3; it is almost a ‘‘Kondo insulator.’’
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